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THE IVERS PARISH COUNCIL  

HEARING STATEMENT on MATTER 2 
OBJECTIVELY ASSESSED HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT NEEDS 

 
Introduction 
 

1. This Hearing Statement of The Ivers Parish Council ("TIPC") is submitted in 
 accordance with the Examination Guidance Note of January 20 and is TIPC's 
 written submissions to the Hearing Inspectors on Matter 2 (as set out in the MIQs). 
 This is the basis for TIPC's participation on this Matter at the Hearing. 
 

2. TIPC made representations (dated 21 August 2019) on the Publication Version of 
 the plan ("the Plan") under Regulation 19 (The Town and Country Planning (Local 
 Planning) (England) Regulations 2012) ("TIPC's Representations") as well as on the 
 Preferred Issues and Options Consultation under Regulation 18 (in March 2016) 
 and on the Green Belt Preferred Options (December 2016). 
 
3.  TIPC has also submitted Hearing Statements on Matters 1, 3, 4 and 5 
 
Issue 1 – Housing Needs 
 

4. As well as the specific issue dealt with at paragraph 5, below, the Inspectors' 
 Questions on this issue are in our view closely related to the Questions on Matter 1, 
 Issue 2 (Sustainability Appraisal) and Matter 3 (Spatial Strategy) and reflect the 
 fundamental concern raised in TIPC's Representations "about the impact that 3,500 
 or so additional residents will have on the social fabric and the overall amenity of 
 our villages, particularly Iver and Richings Park". 
 
Q8. Does the Plan set out a housing requirement for designated neighbourhood 
areas which reflects the overall strategy for the pattern and scale of development 
and any relevant allocations, as required by paragraph 65 of the Framework? 
 

5. This question echoes precisely TIPC's Representations under the heading 
 'Appendix LP1 - Housing Supply (Pg 67)', that;  
 

 Appendix LP1 presents 'Potential Housing Numbers from HELAA Sites' rather than 
 a housing need figure for each neighbourhood area as the NPPF requires [under 
 Paragraph 65 or Paragraph 66]. In short, Appendix LP1 seems to detail an element 
 of housing supply rather than housing need, so does not fulfill the NPPF 
 requirement. 
 

6. There is nothing in the Councils' Response of December 2019 ("the Response")  to 
 indicate that the requirements of Paragraph 65 or 66, NPPF, have been met or that 
 proper consideration has been given to a housing need figure for each 
 neighbourhood area. Furthermore, there is no mention of a spatial strategy for 
 housing in the Response (see in particular its paragraphs 6.1 to 7.4). 
 
7. It appears that on this issue of housing need as with others arising from the MIQs 
 (such as Matter 1, Issue 2 (Sustainability Appraisal), Matter 3 (Spatial Strategy) and 
 Matter 4 (Revision of Green Belt Boundaries etc)), the Councils have drawn 
 conclusions and selected sites primarily on the basis of sites that have come 
 forward, instead of having a spatial strategy or an appropriate assessment of need 



 which  should set the parameters for individual site selection and allocations. By 
 putting the cart before the horse in this way, the due process of assessment has 
 been circumvented. 
 
Conclusions 
 

8. The lack of a housing need figure or indicative figure for each neighbourhood area 
 is contrary to Paragraphs 65 and 66, NPPF. This fundamental flaw renders the 
 Local Plan unsound because its strategic policies, in particular the strategic site 
 allocations for housing and attendant development (Policy SP BP2 - Policy SP 
 BP14), are not positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national 
 policy, and therefore the Local Plan should not be adopted in its current form. 
 

9. The absence of a housing need figure or indicative figure for the Iver 
 Neighbourhood Area has led to the excessive number of dwellings planned for Iver 
 Parish in the strategic allocation policies Policy SP BP10, Policy SP BP11 and 
 Policy SP BP12.  
 
10. In order to remedy this and make the Local Plan sound, a properly assessed 
 housing need figure or indicative figure for each neighbourhood area should be 
 provided in accordance with Paragraphs 65 and 66, NPPF. Any housing site 
 allocations within the Iver Neighbourhood Area should be based on the local 
 housing need figure and by reference to a spatial strategy. 
 
 
The Ivers Parish Council 

February 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


